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Chapter 4: Playing Positions
Congas are commonly played in either a seated or standing position. Before you start to play or practice, 
take some time to adjust your equipment to fit your body. If you’re using a seat, make sure it’s at a 
height that allows for natural arm movements and good posture. If you decide to stand, adjust your 
conga stands so they hold the drums at a height that encourages good posture and facilitates proper 
technique. By adjusting your equipment before practicing or performing, you form good playing habits 
and minimize the risk of injury.

Sitting
The congas are traditionally played in a seated position with the drum 
resting on the floor and held between the legs at a slight angle (photo A). 
I recommend sitting on a drum throne or other adjustable armless seat, 
because chairs with arms can end up restricting your movement. Adjust the 
seat to a height that allows your elbows to be slightly higher than the top of 
the drum. Back rests tend to invite slumping, so I recommend using a seat 
of simple design unless you have back trouble and need the support. Sit 
toward the front of the seat and keep your back straight. This will help keep 
your energy level up by using your spine for support rather than your lower 
back muscles.

Traditional-style playing sometimes involves lifting the drum off the floor 
by grasping it between the thighs while pressing up on the toes (photo 
B). Players will lift the drum off the floor when playing certain sounds such 
as the bass tone, as it helps the quality and volume of the sound. Various 
floor stands are available from several manufacturers that hold the drums 
slightly off the floor. These allow the drums to “breath” and keep them in 
approximately the same position as if you were lifting them off the floor 
as described above. Floor stands also add stability to the congas, which, 
because of their tapered design, are easily knocked over if bumped. The 
Peripole-Bergerault company, in association with Toca Percussion, offers a 
line of instruments called Sienta Drums (photo C) that have built-in stands 
(sienta means “sit” in Spanish).  They are designed for group drumming and 
are well suited for kids and classrooms. 

Note: Congas sound best when played 
on a hard surface such as wood, cement, 
Linoleum or tile. If you’re playing on 
carpet, grass or a similar surface, you 
may wish to place a small (16”x16”) 
piece of plywood or Masonite under each 
drum to prevent the sound from being 
absorbed by rough surfaces. Use the 
same boards to prevent wood floors from 
being scratched by the drums.
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Most of the musical examples contained in this book are demonstrated at either 
 
100 bpm (4

4 ), or
 
120 bpm (8

6 ).

The Open Tone
This is the fundamental tone of the conga—the sound of the head as it vibrates in its natural state. The open tone is 
the most resonant tone and produces a distinct pitch. As with the bass tone, it’s best to have the drum off the floor, 
either tilted or mounted in a stand. When you play the open tone, focus the weight of your hand into the lower part 
of the fingers, which act as one unit when they strike the drum. The fingers are not rigid, nor are they soft—just firm 
enough to stay together and produce a solid tone. The hand strikes the head so the knuckles (where the fingers 
meet the palm) are lined up with the edge.

To Play the Open Tone:
Start with your arm in a relaxed position and the drum at a comfortable height.
1. Raise your hand and arm from the elbow.

2. Allow gravity to pull your hand towards the head.

3. Strike the head with your wrist and hand flat, focusing the weight into the lower part of 
the fingers. 

4. Allow the hand to rebound back to the starting position while the drum resonates.

To produce a full open tone, make sure your hand is relaxed. The goal is to get 
the head moving and then get out of the way to allow the head to sing freely. Be 
careful not to strike the rim with the palm; if this is occurring, you may be dropping 
your wrist. A similar technique to the open tone is the muted stroke for which the 
hand stays on the head after striking it. Leaving your hand on the head (playing a 
muted stroke) may help you learn how not to play the open tone. As with all the 
tones, allow the hand and arm to be in a relaxed and natural position before and 
after each movement.
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